MAY Temporary Emergency Schedule

RECYCLING SCHEDULE - PLACE AT CURB BY 6AM

DPW allows residents to co-mingle recyclables in one container (tin & aluminum cans, glass & plastic bottles, & containers numbers 1-7). No need to sort, do not place in bags.

RECYCLING DATES BELOW:

- **Zone A**, co-mingled recyclables - 5/18
- **Zone B**, co-mingled recyclables - 5/19
- **Zone C**, co-mingled recyclables - 5/14 & 5/28
- **Zone D**, co-mingled recyclables - 5/15 & 5/29

CLEANUP DAY SCHEDULE - PLACE SEPARATED AT CURB BY 6AM

ONLY cardboard/chipboard and mixed papers. Boxes can be flattened and placed in a bigger box or a container or bundled with string. Mixed papers can be placed in a sturdy container or brown bags or bundled with string.

*DPW will begin collecting brush on cleanup dates in MAY ONLY. Bundled sticks and branches with string are acceptable or you can place them loose in a container to be emptied. Brush cannot be longer than 4 ft. NO grass or leaves or loose piles of brush will be collected. Brush collection may be slow during this crisis. We ask that you not call the DPW as we are experiencing a high call volume. Supervisors are monitoring the routes and will keep a list of streets that are cleared. If you miss a collection, wait until the following month to place your brush for pickup. Due to COVID-19 brush collection could be postponed – you will be notified should this happen.

CLEANUP DATES BELOW:

Zone A
- 6/3 - cardboard/chipboard/mixed papers & brush

Zone C
- 5/13 - cardboard/chipboard/mixed papers & brush

Zone D
- 5/20 - cardboard/chipboard/mixed papers & brush

Weekly household collection remains the same.

**BULK PICKUP REMAINS SUSPENDED**

**NOT SURE WHICH ZONE YOU ARE IN?** Visit: [WWW.WCLNJ.COM](http://WWW.WCLNJ.COM)